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Introduction 

Storage technologies are facilitating the integration of variable renewable energy (VRE) resources 
and will play an increasingly critical role in the future. Thus far, most storage developments have 
been utility-owned or backed by long-term contracts, but merchant storage investment opportunities 
may become more attractive as the markets evolve and investors become comfortable with the 
value stacking opportunities. 

In 2019, CRA published an Insights1 on quantifying the storage value stack. This piece builds on 
that study, with a focus on the major questions investors in the space must address when seeking 
storage opportunities. In a follow-up paper, we will provide an updated perspective on the storage 
value stack with additional quantitative examples. 

Where has most of the merchant storage activity been in recent years? 
Since 2015, roughly 1 GW of merchant storage projects have been developed in the United States, 
consisting mostly of battery energy storage. Figure 1 demonstrates some of this activity in core 
merchant storage markets. PJM was a key focus market for early projects due to a combination of 
market access liberalization and high regulation pricing in the region. While ERCOT has seen limited 
action in storage thus far, it is clearly an emerging market given recent merchant interconnection 
activity. Whereas earlier projects in PJM were mostly less than one hour in duration to serve the 
regulation market, recent ERCOT projects are of longer duration to provide peaking capacity and to 
capture energy scarcity pricing. ISO-New England (ISO-NE) appears to be another emerging 
market, with more than 600 MW of new storage having cleared the last Forward Capacity Auction 
(FCA 15) for delivery over the 2024–20252 period.  

  

 
1  CRA Insights, “Tackling the storage value stack: Wholesale market revenue streams,” September 2019,  

https://media.crai.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/16163730/Tackling-the-storage-value-stack-Sept2019.pdf. 
2  Not all cleared projects are necessarily merchant in nature, nonetheless this is a major development and demonstrates 

the increasing appetite for storage development in the region. 

https://media.crai.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/16163730/Tackling-the-storage-value-stack-Sept2019.pdf
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Figure 1: Notable merchant battery storage additions3 

 
Source: S&P Capital IQ 

What are the key revenue streams available to merchant storage assets?  
Several key merchant revenue streams are available on the following bases: 

• Energy: Revenue earned strictly from capturing the spread between sale and purchase price in the 
wholesale energy market. 

• Capacity: Storage can provide capacity for peak resource adequacy, with eligible quantity 
governed by performance and market rules in each market. Where a capacity mechanism is not 
available (such as ERCOT), peak energy prices tend to be higher due to reliance on energy 
scarcity pricing to incentivize new entry, providing additional revenue opportunity for energy market 
arbitrage. 

• Ancillary Services: Fast response performance characteristics make storage well suited to access 
revenue from ancillary service markets, including frequency regulation and reserves.  

The wholesale power markets work as an integrated system where capacity prices represent the 
missing revenue required to provide adequate project returns, net of any income already earned in 
the energy and ancillary markets. Therefore, analysis of revenue streams must be considered as 
interdependent. 

Figure 2 shows estimated generic capacity and regulation revenue for battery storage by market in 
2020. Capacity revenue is earned for dispatch availability regardless of operations while energy and 

 
3  Operating, under construction, or with forward capacity obligation. 20 MW and greater. 
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ancillary markets are typically co-optimized and mutually exclusive, meaning revenue cannot be 
earned for both simultaneously, for the same portion of capacity. Regulation, in particular, is 
conducive to the quick response characteristics of batteries, making it an attractive market given 
dual revenue streams for availability (capacity) and dispatch performance (mileage). In 2020, ISO-
New England4 and PJM had the most robust revenue opportunities from a combination of high 
pricing for both capacity and regulation. With the all-in levelized cost of new entry for battery storage 
in the range of $150-200/kW-yr, these markets could likely support merchant projects with adequate 
returns under current conditions. Further declines in the cost of battery storage or new federal tax 
incentives will likely lead to economic viability in other markets over the next decade. 

Figure 2: Estimated capacity and regulation revenue for battery storage by market (2020)5 

 

Sources: Energy Velocity, CRA analysis 

What are the future market opportunities for storage?  
Future development of merchant storage will depend largely on market revenue opportunities. PJM 
and ISO-NE are likely to see continued activity in the near term with emerging opportunities also in 
ERCOT, CAISO, and New York. Over the longer term, the most attractive opportunities are likely to 
be found in markets with significant renewable penetration, relatively limited supply of existing 
storage, clarity of market rules, and with locational or state policy drivers.  

 
4  Despite relatively low demand for regulation in New England, natural gas supply constraints result in high fuel and 

energy prices in the region, creating high opportunity cost of foregone energy market participation, which itself is 
supportive of regulation price.   

5  Revenues assume that participation in the energy market is forgone completely in favor of regulation, however, actual 
operating dispatch would be shared between energy and ancillaries based on economic optimization. Storage is eligible 
to participate in the California RA market with a minimum duration of 4 hours; ERCOT does not administer a central 
capacity auction. NYISO capacity revenue based on Rest of State price; PJM capacity revenue based on RTO price. 
Battery storage availability of 90%, efficiency of 85%, 25MW/MW-hr. regulation mileage duration cleared hours. 
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What storage durations and storage technologies will be required in the future? 
Initially, storage applications were focused on ancillary services with storage durations in the 30-
minute to one-hour range as the fast response characteristics of batteries made them well suited to 
regulation and frequency response applications. In recent years, with battery cost declines and 
limited demand for short duration services, energy arbitrage and peaking capacity opportunities 
emerged with a shift to two-to-four-hour duration storage. While demand for flexible capacity and 
ancillary services could increase with renewable penetration, the overall value of storage to the 
system might gradually shift toward even longer duration applications.6 

As the role of renewables in the power system increases over time, their natural daily and seasonal 
resource dynamics will drive imbalances over longer time frames. For example, California often 
experiences multiple consecutive hours of oversupply driven by solar which could be shifted towards 
the evening peak, while Midwestern regions see excess wind in overnight hours. Storage of two-to-
six-hour duration is well suited to alleviate these imbalances and will likely see increased 
deployment over the next decade as it becomes competitive with gas turbine plants on a qualified 
capacity basis.  

Longer duration storage will be driven by the flatter peaks created by two-to-six-hour storage 
deployments. Further expansion of renewables will also create larger scale imbalances where solar-
dominated systems experience times of persistent over-supply during summer months and relative 
shortfalls during winter. Similarly, the opposite dynamic will occur in wind-dominated systems where 
winter supply will be strongest, and summer supply relatively weak. These seasonal supply biases 
will require energy to be shifted across multiple months, rather than just hours or days.  

Figure 3 shows a sample of common energy storage technologies by duration and application. 

Figure 3: Storage duration and applications 

 
Source: CRA analysis 

 

 
6  NREL discusses this dynamic in Denholm, Paul, Wesley Cole, A. Will Frazier, Kara Podkaminer, and Nate Blair, “The 

Four Phases of Storage Deployment: A Framework for the Expanding Role of Storage in the U.S. Power System,” 
Golden, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, NREL/TP-6A20-77480, 2021, 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/77480.pdf. 
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https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/77480.pdf
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Many technology options shift electric energy from times of surplus to deficit, including flywheels, 
batteries, pumped hydro, compressed air, thermal, and gravity, among others. Several storage 
technologies such as Lithium-ion and flow batteries are notable for their respective suitability for various 
applications: 

• Shorter duration (4 hours and less): Lithium-ion battery chemistries are emerging as a versatile 
and effective form of storage with an attractive combination of declining cost,7 performance, 
technology maturity, modularity, and ease of siting.  

• Medium duration (4-10+ hours): Flow batteries use a liquid electrolyte circulated through a 
hydraulic system of pumps and exchange medium for which the capital cost is fixed per unit of 
power (watts). With this baseline equipment, the energy size (watt-hours) of the system can be 
expanded at low incremental cost by adding more holding tanks and electrolyte, making it 
economic for longer durations. 

How can my investment opportunity be evaluated? 
There are several key considerations for analyzing a storage investment opportunity. Developers 
have to understand the key market and participation rules for energy storage, decide what duration 
and size to consider, select a location, and assess how to optimize the revenue streams. As 
standalone storage relies on multiple revenue streams, the success of the project will depend on its 
ability to realize the revenue within the limitations of the technology application. Intelligent software 
will likely play an increasingly important role as it maximizes revenue while staying within the 
operational limits of storage.  

What are the market rules for energy storage? 
Market operators are implementing FERC Order 841 which creates a level playing field for storage 
resources and allows operators to compete more effectively with traditional generation resources. 
This development will provide opportunity for owners of storage assets to participate in wholesale 
markets on a merchant basis with fair access to revenue streams. Capacity accreditation rules will 
be based primarily on duration and will vary by market, as shown in Table 1. Participation in ancillary 
services markets will be dependent on ramp rate and other operational characteristics. 

Table 1: Capacity auction minimum run-time at qualified output (hours)8 

ISO-NE NYISO PJM MISO CAISO 

2 4 4-8* 4 4* 

 
*PJM has proposed 83% ELCC (ICAP) for a 4-hour and 100% for an 8-hour duration battery storage system 
based on a new capacity qualification methodology that relies on Effective Load Carrying Capability (Docket 
ER21-278). Storage is eligible to participate in the California RA market with a minimum duration of 4 hours. 
SPP and ERCOT do not administer a central capacity auction. 

  

 
7  NREL, Li-ion battery cost is expected to decline further for the foreseeable future, https://data.openei.org/files/4129/2021-

ATB-Data_Master_new.xlsm. 
8  CRA Insights, “Order No. 841 – Planning for next steps,” April 2020, https://media.crai.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/09/16164527/CRA-Insights-Order-841_-Planning_for_Next_Steps_04_2020.pdf. 

https://media.crai.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/16164527/CRA-Insights-Order-841_-Planning_for_Next_Steps_04_2020.pdf
https://media.crai.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/16164527/CRA-Insights-Order-841_-Planning_for_Next_Steps_04_2020.pdf
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What are the cost dynamics associated with sizing storage? 
Sizing is key to battery project economics as a multi-dimensional interplay exists between power, 
energy (duration), and cost.9  Power applications typically require low durations that keep the 
capacity cost ($/kW) low. On the other hand, energy applications require longer durations which 
increases the capacity cost but lowers the volumetric cost ($/kWh).10 The ability for a technology to 
scale has a bearing on whether the volumetric costs can decrease as the duration increases. See 
Figure 4 for an example of lithium-ion and vanadium redox flow, illustrating the technology cost 
dynamic between different applications. Lithium-ion is the lower cost option for shorter durations and 
is sufficient full capacity accreditation, although vanadium flow provides flexibility for longer 
durations and is especially economic for energy shifting of 10 hours and beyond.  

Figure 4: Capital cost vs. duration for battery storage 

 
Source: CRA analysis 

 
 

 
9  The concept of size in context of storage can be visualized as a container of fixed size (energy, kilowatt-hours) which can 

be filled or emptied at various rates (power, watts). A useful analogy is a bucket where energy (kWh) represents how 
much water the bucket can hold, and power (kW) denotes how fast the bucket can be filled/emptied. Therefore, the same 
storage equipment can be used at high power for shorter time, or low power for longer time, as long as the power output 
does not exceed inverter rating at any instant. Batteries are particularly modular in this context, where any combination of 
storage level (kWh) maximum output (kW) can be achieved by combining smaller batteries for the desired configuration. 
See energy.gov, Solar-Plus-Storage 101, March 11, 2019, https://www.energy.gov/eere/solar/articles/solar-plus-storage-
101. 

10  Relative to longer duration, shorter duration batteries have the capability to discharge a given quantity of energy (kWh) 
over less time (relatively higher kW), creating higher levels of heat in the process. This greater rate of energy transfer 
requires more robust power electronics and balance of system components, resulting in higher cost per unit of energy 
the battery can hold (higher $/kWh). However, the relatively higher power rating also translates to lower cost per unit of 
maximum output ($/kW). 

https://www.energy.gov/eere/solar/articles/solar-plus-storage-101
https://www.energy.gov/eere/solar/articles/solar-plus-storage-101
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What are the key decision drivers for locating and sizing storage assets?  
The decision for where to locate a storage asset is ultimately a function of long-term revenue 
potential, cost structure, and financial returns. In a market with expectations for relatively high 
capacity prices and relatively low regulation prices, a longer duration technology might be chosen 
due to capacity market requirements and it might be prudent to pay for additional modules and 
increase $/kW costs (and lower $/kWh costs) to capture the incremental revenue streams. Energy 
market arbitrage opportunities must also be considered which may be available with or without an 
administrative capacity market. 

On the other hand, if ancillary service opportunities are more attractive, investors might favor a 
shorter duration device accepting a lower $/kW cost (but higher $/kWh costs). Further, a market  
with renewable oversupply and low prices for a large proportion of the day could be a good 
candidate for an even longer duration technology to take advantage of intraday arbitrage 
opportunities. The optimization between storage duration, cost, and revenue for a given market 
could make a material difference for project returns. 

Additional locational considerations may include siting in load pockets and identifying locations with 
basis advantage. A load pocket11 may be a desirable location for standalone storage (as opposed to 
paired storage) as land mass is typically limited in such locations. Further, specific nodal locations 
within a particular market may be more desirable than others for storage from a congestion 
management and price arbitrage standpoint.  

What are the evolving risks for merchant storage, and how can risk be mitigated?  
The perceived risk of deploying capital for projects has evolved over time. A large part of investor 
concern over recent years has revolved around technology risk, reliability, safety, and battery 
degradation. However, the technology is now becoming more familiar with increased operating 
experience, warranties, and performance guarantees backed by major global manufacturers. 
Perceptions of risk are now shifting towards ISO policy in terms of capacity duration, the evolving 
effective load carrying capability (ELCC) over time as more storage gets built, and ability to optimize 
multiple revenue streams to generate target returns. In the future, software will play an increasingly 
important role in ensuring that storage is able to optimize the various value streams without 
providing overlapping services while staying within the warranty limits. 

What are the risks to revenue going forward and what factors will influence the 
revenue stack evolution over time? 
We identify the following sources of risk for energy storage projects:  

• Energy Pricing Risk: Like other resources, storage resources face commodity price risks based 
on market pricing trends over time driven by new resource additions, retirements, and load-related 
changes that affect both level and shape of load. 

• ISO Policy Risk: The minimum capacity duration that qualifies for capacity credit varies by ISO.  
Some ascribe 100% capacity credit for 2 hours while others may have longer duration for the 
minimum but haircut the full credit based on ELCC studies. Further, there is some uncertainty on 

 
11  A load pocket is an energy zone with significant historical congestion indicating limited local generation and constrained 

congestion. 
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the timing of implementation of FERC Order 841 reforms that will allow storage to capture multiple 
revenue streams. 

• Reliability Value Risk: Capacity revenue provides a stable revenue stream which changes only on 
an annual or semi-annual basis, making it attractive for financing, as compared to energy and 
ancillaries for which prices change hourly or sub-hourly. However, capacity value of energy storage 
for a certain duration may decline over time as more storage of similar duration enters the market. 

• Ancillary Service Value Saturation Risk: Storage cannibalization in ancillary service markets can 
lead to value destruction in the long term. It is important to consider the depth and competition in 
this market when formulating a long-term revenue outlook. Ancillary service markets can be volatile 
and unpredictable compared to energy or capacity, due to their specialized nature and limited 
demand. Figure 5 shows the procured regulation service by market in 2020. Although supportive of 
prices in the current environment, this level of demand represents less than one percent of total 
capacity requirement. Therefore, a relatively small increase of storage or other fast response 
capacity in the future can easily lead to an oversupplied condition, and lower prices. 

Figure 5: Regulation market capacity demand by ISO (2020 average procurement) 

 
Source: ISO market monitor reports 

How can investors mitigate merchant revenue risks?  
Portfolio Diversification: Storage portfolios of various durations may help mitigate some of the 
reliability value risk while geographic diversification may help mitigate risks associated with ISO 
policies. 

Hedging: Financial hedges can be used by investors to mitigate commodity price risk. Swaps are a 
bilateral agreement that presents an opportunity for the asset owner to pay a counterparty some or 
all merchant revenues from a project, in exchange for a fixed payment. This arrangement reduces 
revenue volatility and downside risk in exchange for a small portion of expected returns. Revenue 
swaps were recently used to provide a hedge to a project in ERCOT. The fixed payments to the 
developer were based on a fixed ancillary service price stream with the floating payment reflective of 
the day-ahead ancillary service price. Other hedging instruments such as heat rate call options and 
revenue puts may be repurposed for storage projects. 
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Overall, as storage costs decline and merchant opportunities grow, investors will need to leverage 
advanced analytics to properly understand all storage value streams and options to mitigate risk.  

About CRA’s Energy Practice 
Charles River Associates is a leading global consulting firm that offers strategic, economic, and 
financial expertise to major corporations and other businesses around the world. CRA’s Energy 
Practice provides services to a wide range of industry clients, including utilities, ISOs, RTOs, large 
customers, and investors. The Energy Practice has offices in Boston, London, Munich, New York 
City, Toronto, and Washington, DC. Learn more at www.crai.com/energy. 
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